Walk-Audit Scavenger Hunt
Student’s Name: _______________________________________________________________
Directions: In your neighborhood, there are sure to be streets that are missing some things that would help you feel safer
walking, playing or riding your bike. Take a walk around your community and fill in the blank spaces with names of streets
that fit the description!
1.

Name a street that is missing a sidewalk: ____________________________________________________________

2.

Name a street that needs a better sidewalk: _________________________________________________________

3.

Name an intersection that is missing a crosswalk: _____________________________________________________

4.

Name a street that is missing a bike lane: ___________________________________________________________

5.

Name a street where bicycle parking racks should be added: ____________________________________________

6.

Name a street with broken/missing street lights: _____________________________________________________

7.

Name an intersection you think needs a pedestrian signal: ______________________________________________

8.

Name an intersection missing a sidewalk curb-ramp: __________________________________________________

9.

Name a street you think needs a median island: ______________________________________________________

10. Name a street where you think the traffic needs to be slowed: __________________________________________
11. Name a street that has a really nice sidewalk: ________________________________________________________
12. Name a street that has a good crosswalk you feel safe using: ____________________________________________
13. Name a street with a pedestrian signal with a timer: __________________________________________________
14. Name a street with good lighting: __________________________________________________________________
15. How do you think that fixing these problems will make your community safer for walking and biking? Why is that
important to you?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Definitions


Bike Lane – a part of a road marked off or separated for the use of bicyclists



Bicycle Parking Racks – an object to which a bicycle can be securely attached



Pedestrian Signal – a light at intersections that tells you when it is safe to cross the street



Sidewalk Curb-Ramp – when the sidewalk meets the street at a cross walk so that bikes, wheelchairs and
strollers can roll up onto the sidewalk



Median Island – a defined area between traffic lanes for pedestrians to stand within an intersection area

